Cloud Backup Services
Data Protection is a robust, multi-layered approach that will maintain your day-to-day
operations and prevent downtime. Ongoing employee education and security technology
will boost your front line of defense and dramatically decrease the likelihood of any breaches.
A solid, reliable cloud-based backup and recovery solution is the second essential layer of
defense, allowing businesses to quickly recover if disaster strikes. This layered strategy helps
protect your data from all threats – system disasters, natural disasters, human error,
malicious activity and security breaches.
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Data continuity solutions oﬀer automated local backup on
robust hardware purpose-built for data protection and
replication to a secure cloud.

Desktop Backup Continuity

Datto Cloud Continuity is a reliable, image based, all-in-one
BCDR solution that provides cloud backup, screen shot
veriﬁcation, restore and virtualization of the entire device.

SaaS Protection

Cloud-to-cloud backup and recovery solution for softwareas-a-service applications Oﬃce 365 and G Suite to ensure
data isn’t lost to end-user deletions, viruses, malicious
activity or departing employees.
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Datto BDR appliance with cloud recovery
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Anti-Virus Protection

Azure cloud backup and recovery is a simple, cost-eﬀective,
highly securie and seamless solution built into the platform.
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Microsoft Azure Cloud Backup & Recovery
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Our Data Security Solutions
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Our Data Protection Solutions
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Ancero will assess your IT needs, beginning with a high-level design phase to determine your
continuity objectives. We’ll architect and implement complete protection, recovery plans, cloud backup,
and Managed IT services for businesses of any size, eﬃciently and cost eﬀectively, including virtualization,
email security, AV and cloud storage solutions. We understand that data facilitates your business. That’s
why we have carefully selected industry-leading vendors with cutting-edge technologies to ensure the
security and protection of your data.
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Disasters of all types cause damaging downtime; ﬁres, ﬂoods, fraud,
ransomware, cyber-attacks, power or IT system failure and human error.

Webroot oﬀers cloud-based end point protection that stops
threats in real time and secures businesses and individuals
wherever they connect..

Email Security & Archiving

Mimecast email security protection against business email compromise,
phishing, spam, viruses, malicious URLs and attachments, with ﬂexible,
aﬀordable subscription pricing..

Password Manger

Store and secure your passwords with MYGlue Password Manager.

Firewall Technologies

SonicWall next-generation ﬁrewalls provide the security, control and visibility
you need to maintain an eﬀective cybersecurity posture.

Cybersecurity Solutions

Recognizing the growing need for additional cybersecurity capabilities,
Ancero partners with a select group of security vendors to oﬀer a broad
range of solutions in this complex, specialized space.
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